
engine development techniques, with the worlds most 
popular game engine. Over the course we deliver 
essential training that is required for industry practice, 
with hands-on workshops, and group exercises, designed 
to fast-track learning.

I use my own industry experience to give students 
practical demonstrations of where they can use the skills 

their CV’s and make them stand out.

DELIVERED IN PARTNERSHIP WITH UNITY 
CENTRE OF EXCELLENCE AND TREE OF 
KNOWLEDGE

How it works

This Skills Bootcamp is a full-time commitment, covering 
in-depth, the skills and knowledge to prepare you for 
working with Unity technologies. This comes with a 
guaranteed job interview upon completion of the course.

What does this mean? 

This means you will learn the necessary skills to be 

Programme overview 

syllabus, which includes learning about asset creation 
and management, UI design and interactivity, the Unity 

your skills to the test as well as a commercial project 

interview and a tech career, after the course in several 
junior tech roles in a range of industries. 

What will I learn on this programme? 

You will learn the fundamentals of asset creation and 

design and interactivity and XR development. 

Our team will also prepare you for a new tech role through 

Programme duration 

This programme is a full-time 12-week programme, with a 
minimum of 
six weeks of taught content alongside working on project 
completions. 

Programme delivery 

will be regular days where you can come to learn from 
HOST. 

With this programme, you will achieve either the Unity 

SKILLS BOOTCAMP: UNITY PROFESSIONAL ARTIST 
(FULL-TIME PROGRAMME)

KEITH MYERS  
Creative Director AVImmerse 
Lead Trainer Unity Centre of 
Excellence 



MODULES YOU WILL LEARN: 

• Asset Creation and Management

• Prefab Creation and Lighting with a Skybox

•
Processing 

• UI Design and Adding Interactivity

• Interpreting for XR Development and

• Working with an Animation Controller and
Cinemachine Cameras

• Working with Collaborate and Creating
LOD Groups

• 
Environment

• Cinemachine and Timeline

•

• 

• Industry talks and workshops

• Your vibe

• Flourish

• Aspirational teams

• What do you transmit

• Interview ready

• Interview prep and CV writing guidance

• Career’s guidance

• Project management including SDLC’s

• Unity Products

• Source control

• Exam preparation

WHAT COMES NEXT?

AR design, XR design, Graphic design, Game design, 
Architecture design, Manufacture design, Software 
engineering, software development, Testing. 

continuing onto a Level 4 Apprenticeship in Animation, 
software development, or data analytics depending on 

Am I eligible?

There are no formal qualifications needed for this Skills 
Bootcamp. However, you will need some experience in 
graphic design or related software packages

SKILLS BOOTCAMP: UNITY PROFESSIONAL ARTIST 
(FULL-TIME PROGRAMME)


